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1. One of the most important achievements of Quantum Chro~odynamics is the 

determination of Q2-evolutio~ l~w fo~ the structure functions .F;(x, Q2) of d~ep inelastic 

scatterin~. It ~llows one to cal~ul~tethe magnitudes of ~bs~rv~bl~ .F;(x;Q2) a~ some scale 

Q2 starting _from its value at another one Q5. the theoretical b~is for this application is 

provided by factorization theorems which give a possibility to express the physical c~oss 

section as a ','hard" part~m subprocess conv~luted with a "soft" parton distribution fimc

tion. While the former can be treated perturbatively due_to the celebr~ted asymptotical 
' ' . . . ~ . ; .;_ 

freedom, the latter is governed by strong interaction dynamics . at large distances and, 

therefore, it cannot be evaluated within perturbative QCD. On the other hand, the deep 

inelastic cross section can also be computed by using the operator product expansion 
" ~ • ~ • • • •• > -' - • • • ' 

(OPE). This gives structure ftinctions in terms of _certain cotifficients multiplied.by the_ 
• ._ ,, ' " .-- . ,<· '. .\>. ·• .._ 

- target matrix_ elements oflocal quark a~d gluon operators of definite t~ist. Combining 

the two approaches allows one to express the parton distributions in terms of quark and 

gluon c~rrelation functions on the light cone._ .Followi~g Coll~ns ~~d. Sop~r. [i], we c;an 

write for the twist-2 valence quark distribution in a hadron 

(h(p)i~(~n: _:~~ ){h(p)) -~ 41\os(>.x~uh(x), 
where1 

(>. >.) (>.) '[>. >.]'''(._''>.')' -. 0 -n --n = ii :-n ""+_~ -n --n u --n _ + (>.-+ ->.) . 2 I 2 2 ~ 2 I 2 ' 2 . '· 

(1) 

., 
r·,j 

(2) 

a'~d ·~is ~ p~th ordered-exponenti~l iil the fundam~~tal r~pre~ent:ation of the colour group 

along ~he straight line which i~s~r~s th~ ;~~uge in~arian~e 'of the part~n 'distribution . 

~[x;y] ~Pexp(ig(~~y),. 11dataB~(y+a(~-y))). _ (3) 

. -

It should be noted 'that the light-cone position representation is useful to niake contact 

with_ the OPE approach while the light-cone fraction representation is appropriate for : ' ' . ' .. - . . ·. . . . 
~stablishing the parton langu_ag~. 

The determinatio?- of 'part~n distributions is, up to now, reserved to experimental_ 

studies but as a final goal they are_expected to be_ evaluated from the first principles of 
. . ·- . . . . ~- ' ' . - ', -- '· ; . . - . 

the theory. In the lack of complete understanding of the yet unclear. confinement inech- , · .. ' . . ·, . . ' . 

anism they provide a c~aJl~nging task for nonperturbative methods presently available . 

. Among the approaches _which account for nonperturbative effects the most close to Q(JD 

perturbation theory are the QCD sum rules [2]. ~n the last decade they were applied with 
--------------------~--- ' 

· 
1 Throughout the paper + subscript means the convolution of the correspondi~g Lorentz ind~ with 

light-cone vector nl-., such that n2 = 0, (np) = 1, (nq) = 0 and q is t-channel momentum introdu~ed 
' . ~ . 

below. '' 
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moderate success to determine nud~n and photon ~tructure fu~ctioris in the' region of

intermediate values of the Bjorken variable (3, 4] and, re~ently,' in the small .A-region for 

. the light-cone position representation (5]. 
While the nucleon structure functions are now well defined by the analyses (:>f the 

p;ecise experimental data and are attacked theoretically, much less is knowri about the 

par~on distdbution of other hadrons, in particular of 1r-meson. Being of i~terest in their 

own right they provide good testing groun~ for predictions of the QCD sum rule method 

which will be used in the following for the determi_nation of the leading twist pionic valence 

quark distribution. 

2. In order to evaluate the quark distribution in the pion by means of the QCD sum 

rules method, we consider an appropriate three-point correlation function·oftwo 'axial 

currents that have non-zero projection onto the pion state being proportional to.the pion 

decay constarit (Oii!l1r(p)) = if;p~'- and the nonlocal string oper~tor 0 on the light cone 

defined by eq. (2) 

W~v(Pt,P2, q) = i 2 ld4~d4yeip,x+iqy (OIT {i!(x), 0 C +~~_'y ~ ~n) ,j~t(O)} IO). (4) 

The usual strategy is to ·hse the duality between the ,hadronic and partoni~ representation 

for the correlator under investigation. 

On the one hand;_we should consider the dispersion relation for the latter and extract 

the contribution due to the low lying hadron, na~ely, d~e to 1r~meson, approximating the 

. higher state c~ntributi~n by pertu~b~ti~~ spect;ai den~ity .. . . ·,;, ·. 

}VH(Pi,p~,Q2 = 0) = ( 2 .· ;i<; 2 2) r dxcos(~x)u.-(x) 
. · Pt - m.. P2 - m.- Jo 

1 1=1=d d Ppert(st. s2, .A) ( B( )B( )) +2 . St s2 ( 2)(. . 2) 1 - so- St so- s2 , 
7r o o St - Pt s2 - P2 . - · · (~) 

with p~rameter So characterizing the beginning of the ~ontinuum. Note that projecting 

the Lorentz indices of the pion interpolating fields on the direction picked by vect~r np.; 

we extract the leading tensor structure in the infinite momentum frame. We 'omit the . 

subt'raction polynomials in p~ and p~ because they disappear after the Borel procedure has 

been applied. The latt'er leads to exponential suppression of the excited state contributi6n 

in the phenomenological side of the 'sum rule and gives factorial improvement of the OPE 

series at the theoreticalone. We perform the double Borel transfo~maticin ~nd put the 

parameters equal M'f ~'Mi = 2M2 in order not to introduce the asymmetry between the 

initi~l and final pion states and to make contact with two-p~int sum rules·for the pion 

decay constant. 
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On the other hand, .we-consider the' OPE for the same qi.tantity. Of course, the . . ; . - . 

QCD sum rules wjth local condensates are .inappropriate here because the usual·local 

. po'wer correc~ions produce i-type contribution to the distribution functio~. It is not 

surprising since some' propagators are substituted by constant factors that do not allow 

the momentum to flow and the whole hadron momentum be carri~d by a si_ngle quark. Th~ 

probability density of this c~nfiguration if! the phase space is 6(1-;; ). Higher condensates. 

produce even more singular terms. However, this singular contribution can be smeared 

over the whole region of the momentum fraction froin zero to unity by avoiding the Taylor 

expansion of the generic nonlocal objects which are the starting point of.all QCD sum 

rule ~alculations ~n~ introducing the concept of n;,nlocal condensate [6, 7] which assumes 

the finite correlationlengthfor the vacuum fluctuations. 

At the two-loop level, to 'which_we restrict our analysis, we need the bilocal quark and 

gluon condensates, trilocal quark-g~uon condensates and four-quark condensate's .. The. 

latter will be factorized into the product of biiocal scalar quark conden~ates via the . ' . - . 

vacuum dominance hypothesis. For explicit calculations, it is convenient to parametrize 

the bilocal condensates in the form of the well~ known a-representation for propagators [7] 
\ ',', ~ • ,, ' : s. . . . . ' ' . • . . ,'". .• ' •• ' • ' /.:. 

(O,I?j;(0)~[01 x]I/;(~}IO) =,= {?j;ip) 1~ daf~~a)~ox~/4 , . . 

(OI?j;(0)\1>[0, ~hp.I/J(~) IO)' ~ ;-ixp. 
8
2
1 
1ra~(?j;;) 21=dafv( ~)e0~2/~. ' (6) 

·One conim~ni. concerning eqs. (6) is tliatin de~iving'a QCD sum rule'one can always 

perform a Wick rotation x0 ...:.... ixo and treat all the coordinates as Euclidean, x2 < 0: We 

use th~ following ans~tz for the distribution of ~acuum quarks in the virtuality Q [8] 

f ( ) .. iff. ( . A2 
. )· 

s a = 2AI<t(2A,ff) exp --;_;- ~ a-y ' (7). 

which gives the exponential fall-off for the Coordinate dependence of the condensates found 

0~ a lattice '[9] .. Here A i. = 0.2Ge V2·, ·~nd ~ is'· fi~ed from the lo~est ~ontrivial m~me~t of. 

the distribution function.fs that is related to the value of theaverage virtuality of the 
vacuum q~ark~ .A~ [10]. . , 

3. Conventional calculations ofthe perturbative diagram (see fig: 1 (a)) with th~ light 

quark masses neglected result in 

.T. · .(M2Q2 .A)= -2_~2 (dxcos(.Ax)x~·exp('-~ 4QM
2

2 )- • '«pert ' ' 21r2 · }
0 

. X . (8) 

Not~ that we have kept thet-channel momentum transferred to be nonzero. If we expand 
- ' - ' ' 1 ;, . ' ., -

the cosine in the Taylor series and integrate over x, we find out thai each moment possesses 
. • . J' ·, : ' • ' • • . • ' ' : ; : - ; • .; • • ~ ·: ·-~ • ~ • ~ : • 
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Figure· 1: Diagrams contrib~ting to the oper~tor ~rocl~ct e~pansion of the correlation 

function (3): the first line display ordinary power ~orrections, while the second one -
. ~ . - ~ -

contribution due to the bilocalcorrelators. 

l~garithmicnon-~nalyti~ities of the typ~ (Q2t In Q2 • Th~~e ter~s come from the small-x 

region, where the spectator quark carries almost the whole momentum of the pion, so that 

the struck quark becomes wee and ca~. propagate over large distances in the t-chann~l. 

Therefore,. we have to ·perform additional factorization for separation of small and large 

distances in the corresponding invariant amplitude; this will lead to the appearance of 

additional terms in the OPE for· the·. three-point correlation function which correct the 

small-x dependence of the parton density. 

The simp1est nonpertu~bative correction ~o~es fro~ the vector condensate (fig. l(b)) 

lllv(M\.\) = ~m~(uu)2 t dxcos(.\x)xfv(xM2
}. 

81 Jo , (9} 

The dominant contribution is due to the four-quark condensate. For calculation of two 

loop diagrams appearingin the consideration (fig. 1(c)) it is very convenient to· use the 

following method which is an extension of the calculation technique developed in ref. [11) 

for two-point co.rielato-rs. The main ingredient is a construCtion of a more general object, 

namely, the current in the vertex opposite to the gluon propagator should be replaced by 

the nonlocal one with light~Iike separation. The adv~ntage of this substitution results in 

appearing of extra b'~furiet'ion' a:nd introducing thrm_;gh this replac~ment a set. of variables 

4 

{ 

.,'' 

whkh give the simplest integr~tion. At. the end,. we put the n~nlocallity parameter to· 

· equal zero. Performing straightf~rward. calculations we obtain-
' 

-,llls(M\.\) ·= 
3:7rc,x.(fm) 2 1

1

dxco~(;x) . . 
' - 0 ' , ' ' ~ ' ', ' • • 

x 1
1

~y 1
1

d~1
1

d(fs(zM2)!s(zM2)o(: =;) lxy~(~ xye(l" (1?). 
- 2 - ' , ' 

The gluon as well as trilocai quark-gluon co~densate contributions are numerically 
' -• . ' 

much less important than the power correction- we accounted for; therefore, we neglect 

them in wha:t follows. 

It is well known that there exists a parton sum rule that implies that the pi~n ~ontains 
one u-quark. _Summing the calculated cont;ibutions and taking the.formallimit Q2 -+. 0 . ' - " ( ' 

in the perturbativeterm we can convince ourselves, comparing the .result withthe s11m, 

rule for th~ pion decay constant2 , that the normalization condition is broken. The re_ ason 
' ' . 

for thishas already been mentioned earlier and we elaborate this point below. 
I .. , 

4. Now: we derive a Ward identity (WI) [5) andshow that the parton sum nile should 
.· _ ... 

be exact in QCD .. Of course, from the fact that 0 is a point-splitted vector current it 

foll~ws th~t in, the limit ~ -+ (). the c~rrelat~r ( 4)' is rela~ed to ~he derivative ~f the, two- ' 

point correlation function of ~wo axial currents. However, a 'mqre general WI (for arbitrary·' 

'.\)~ill beusefui in' the following for·discussion of the conden~ate contribution omitted. 
' . ' . . ·. \ ~ ,t - .. ' : ' ', .' • • .. ' ; ·: ·, - • •.I, : _ ... 

. Noticing that we areintenisted.in the limit Q2 = 0, we choose vectors n,. and q!i to. 

. be ;ro{JOrtional. Then·, integ~ating by parts in eq. (4} a~d using the e~uation' for the · 
• . ' : ., ·, ' > : . : . - '. : ', . . ~ - ' • . • 

complete variation of the phase factor with respect to_ the smooth variation of the path 

f-+ r': x;.(r}-+ x',.(r) = x,.(r) + b'x~(r) [12) 

b'!lir[x,y) ~ !lip(x',y.')-: !lir[x,y) = igtaB:(x}b'x,.(l)!lir[x,y)-: ig!lir[x,yW B:(y)b'x,.(q) 

. . +i~ 1idr!lir[x,x_(:)WiJ:vCx(;)~8x~(r)d~;~r)!lir[x(r),y) .. (11) 

with x,.(1) =:::: x,., x,.(O) ='y,.,we obta_i~; 

VV,.v(Pt,P2,q) '- , 

= i J d4xeip,~ c::) [ eiqx(olr {i!(x, X- .\n),j;t (0)} IO) ~· (OIT {i!(x),j;t(o, .\n) }10)] 

'+~ I:drf d4xd4yeip,x+iqy c::)(OIT {i!,(x),Q(y + ~~.y- ~n,r ).j;t(O)} IO} 

. +(.\ -+ --\). .. , . ' (12) 

20f course; the comparison should be made with the sum rule by accounting for nonlocal condensates' 

· given in ref. [7]. 

' ' 
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Here 

( 
~ X . ) g y + 2n, y :- 2n, T ~ 

( . ~) '[ ~ ~ ] '( ' ~ ) . [' ~ . ~ ] ( ~ ) =; u y + 2n <I> y + 2n, y + r2n /pgt•a;+ y + r2n <I> y.+r
2

n, y - 2n u y-
2
n 

' (13) 

and 

. ' . J '' ' 
i!(x,x- h)= d(xhm<I>[x,x- ~n]u(x- h) (14) 

is a point-splitted operator which when sandwiched between the pion 'state' and that of. 

th~ vacuum) and 'convoluted with the light-like vector n" defines the leading twist-2 pion 

wave ftmdion .. Fro~ this WI it follows that' the normalization of u-quark distribiltion is 

exact in QCD, provided it is not spoiled by continuum subtraction 

11

dxu,(x)'= L (15) 

. 5. As \Ve have seen, in the limit Q2 --+ 0 the pe~turb~tive term though finite cont~ins 
the logarithmic non-an11l~ticities ~t this. p~int. This i~ a typical example of the mass 

singlllariti~s ip. the QCD sum r~les framework [13, 14, ~5]! I~ order to get rid oft,his 

pert~rbative behaviour and replace it by a physical ~ne, it is necessary to modify the 
• v .- I ~ . . ' , · , . 

original OPE. For. the form factor type problem a two~ fold structure of the mo1ified OPE 

has been realize? in ~efs. [16, 17] bei~g of thefollowing' sche~aticforin: 

W(pi,p~, q2
) = 2( c<dl(pi,p~, q2)(0~)+ ~ J d4xeip,xc(il(x)Wj(q,x, ~)- (16) 

An additional second term· determines, the contribution due to the lo~g-dist~nce propa

ga~ion of quarks in the t-channel.. Here W; ar~ the two-point correlators 

. J . { (' ~ . ~ )} W'(q,x,~) = d
4
ye•qy(OIT O;(x,O),O y+ 2n,y- 2n . IO) (17) 

' of the operator in question and some nonlocal string oper~tor of a definite twist [15] whic~ 
arises from the OPE ofT-product of pion'interpolating fields 

T {i!(x),j;t(O)} = L c(i>(x)O;(x, 0). (18) 
' i . 

The coefficients C(dJ(p~,p~,q2 ) in eq. (16) are free from non-analyticities or singulari

ties in Q2
. because they. are defined ~ the difference betw~en. the original diagram and 

its factorized expression which is the perturbative analogue of the corresponding bilocal 

6 
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·(, 

\..., I. 

correlator~ ·The.bilocals ca~not be directly calculated in perturbation theory .but we can 
·~rite down the dispersion rela:'tion for them • .. - 1 : • - , . . 

W
j·(. 1100' ' ( (. ) ' 2 ~ q,x,~) =- dsp; ,s, xq ,x .·~) 

71' 0 • ' ' s - q2 ,• ' 
(19) 

.' .. '• 

''accepting th~ conventional spectral density model: "low-lying 'hadron plus contlnuum;,:' 
' • !I . 

Th.e parameters of the 'model could be found froni auxiliary 'sum·· rules: There:is no 

need in'additional subtractions in eq. (19) because one always de~ls with the difference 

between the "exact" bilocal and its perturbativepa~t·; so d11e tci the coinciderice of their 

uv behaviours the subtraction terms cancel in this difference. 

6. The simplest bilocal power ~oi:reCtion is given by the follo\ying convolution.:· 

W
<tJ( 2 • 2 .Q2 ') ~-d-4 ip·,·xc· !tl('·)·W .. ~-·(.,· ,··) · 
BL p17 p2 , •",.=. xe ·.+ x . ++ q,x,An, .. ,(20) 

'' where t.he coefficient function is expressed through the quark propagator Cl1l(x) '= 2S+(x) 

md , 
';. . . \• '," .\ 

W!'+(q,x, ~~) ;, i]d4?'ei;y {OIT{u(O)~+<I>[O, x)u(x), _0 (Y ~ ~n,y ~ ~n )} IO); · (21) · . 

We ext;act the c~~tact term [17, 18] due,to the ":ector condensate.from this correlator 

a:nd saturate' the remaining part3 by th~ contributions of th.e m~so~s of increa'sing spin; 

these.are p0
; g states a~d so on. The fact thatwe are.int~rested in the C-odd distrib~tion. 

(v~le~ce quark) ~esuits in contribution of spin:o.dd~st~tes in: the t-chan~el. It is v~ry . 

conve~ient to parametrize the appearing matrix elements via the wa~~ functi-ons describing 

th~ light~coneritom~~tum fraction distribution of q~arks in~lde ~e~oit's. To th~ leadj~g 
twist accui:acfwe cim ~rite 

·':' 

(01~(0)<1>[0, xh"if.>(x)IMJ (q, IJ)) - (~) ( )J !(1) ,~.(t) - fi'I'II'2·--I'J-Ix~',x~', ... x"J-1 mM J '+'J (xq) 
. ..· (~) ' . "( )J (2) (2) ' 

-· zq~'fi'1 1'2 ... JlJXj.1XI'2".xi'J mM , JJ ¢J .(xq), (22) 

where J is a spin of the meson, IJ its polarization andf~':},I'2 ... Jlj_1 
·is a polariz~tion tensor. . " . ' . ' . ' . '~ \ . . ' 

Inspired .by o~; kn~wledge that in some case~ the a.Symptotical ,wave functions turn' out ·· 

to be rather close to "exact" ones, we take in our estimatio.n the former in the following 

forms that are governed by confor:nal arg~ments (fJ = ·1 - [3) · . ' . 

(1)([3), = f(2J+ 2) (f3f3-)J' 
'PJ . f2(J + 1)· . , 

(2) -' f(2J +4) ' ' ( ") ( -)J \ . 
'PJ (/1~- f(J + 1)~(J +2) f3-: f3 {3[3 • (23) 

__ 3_A_l_t_h_o_u_g_h_£_o_r -th_e_;_p~res_e_n_t_p_r_o_b-le_m_t_h_e-calc~lation of this part i; only of ~cad ernie intciest, as it.· vanish<-s 
' , . . . . . - ·- . . I 

in the forward limit being proportio'!al to' Q2 ' we nevertheles.s evaltiate it in order to d:monstrate the 

difficulties one faces when the contact-type contribution is absent and the estimation of the rorrelator is 

carri~d ou,t saturating it by contribution of physical stat"'?, 

7 
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In our model for the bil~cal correlator we can achieve this. result if we assume the 
--.,. I ' 

d.uality of the meson resonances to the bare quark l~op. In general, this quite sev~re 

assumption turns out to be reasonable for the ca~e at hand, at least for the mesons of the 

-lowe~t spins ·J. It· is known eicp~rimentally th~t the physical cross section averaged over 

the p-meson peak coincides ":ith the quark one. Local duality for the low lying states is 

-a nontri~ial dynamical property and is not re-alized in all cha~nels (19]. -For the problem -

at hand lt c1m be explained by the ~p~cifi~ · interacti?n of the cl_assi~al vector mesons with . 

the quark and gluon ,cond:nsates (2] .. The pow~ correction for them even at M 2 ::::: m; 

does not exceed 10 - 20% of the main perturbative term. So, p is predicted to be dual to 

the quark loop with the duality interval ab<?ut Sp :::::2~;. However, the local duality for 

th~ higher ~pin mesons ~an be broken (20( 

The net result for the difference between th~."exact" bilocal a~d its p'erturb~tive part 

. reads 

wr+(q,~,An)- wrrert)(q,x,..\n) I 

=:= ix+ {
1

drei~(qxJ {c~lu (~n)l+~ [~n, x- ~n]u ( x- ~n )io) + (..\-+ -..\)} 

+2Q2(x+)21ldT11dPf3ei_rf3(qx) t !f'~)((J)(~~x+)J-1 
- ;. - - J-1,3, ... 

{
·- 3 • f(J +2) .. ·1' u~ Sj . . J (m'i.t)J J}1J J}2J} 

X, 87r2 2~- 1 f(J)f(2J+4) 0 d~s+,Q2+(-:-1) m't-+Q2 ,(24) 

whereu~ is the conti~uum th~eshold and mM is the mass of the lowest meson state i~ the 

. chan~el ofgiven spin J. Substituting' this expression into eqi (20) and performing simple 

, calculations we obtain(di~gram~atical representation is given in fig. 1(d)) 

lll~l(M2 ,~) = ~1ra.(uu) 2 ·_ r dxcos(..\x)xfv(x~2 ) + Q2e~ f (i..\)J~ 1 
·. 81 Jo -

.{ 3 ''' 1 r~ ZJ _ '(m2 )J j<1Jj(~=
1

;~.. .(1+(3)} 
x 81r~ f(J)f(J + 2)}

0 
dz z + ;$, + (-2)J M~ m£ +JQ~Jo. d(J!p~) -2-- · ' 

(25) 

where z~ = u~f4M2 • The former term is a contact-type contribution due to the vector 

condensate. The first one in the curly br,ackets'is the difference between' the perturbatiye 

analogue of the bilocal correlator and the continuum contribution into the "exact'' one. 

This part cancels the logarithmic n~n-analyticities in the perturbative diagram -(eq. (8)) 

corresponding to the leading twist-2 operator in the OPE of pion currents. The tower of 

the next-to-leading non-analyticities can be subtracted in~ similar 'way by accounting for 

8 

11 
1,J 

. ~ 

}' 

1 
' 

/. 

the twist-4 operator. The last ierm displays the physical co~tribirtion to the. correl~tion 
function that p~ssesses the correct behaviour in the ~mo~er{t~m transferr~d .Q2". Re-. 

' • ~ \ • •• f ' 

quiring that in the lirriit of large Q2 the expression in the braces should be zero, we come 
' ,_ . ~ 

to the local duality relation for the overlaps _ 

-. . . 3 J(uo)J+1 
C~LYJ}1> !}2> = ( -1)J-1 87r2 2J~lr(~J + 4)' ' (26) ; . 

' .· 
The sum of eqs. (8)and (25) is an analytical function in Q2 as all singularities are · 

replaced by th.e combination Q2 + u~· whi~h is safe in the liffiit Q2, .-+ . 0, Due t~ the 

presence of. the non-analyticities in each moment of the distribution function, we need an 

infi~ite number of parameters to be found f~orri additi~nal~um ~~le;. Obvi~usly;this is , 
• • ,., • < 

an impossible. task. Safely, for the problem at hand, thi.s part vanishes in the forward' 

limit and the sum rule is dominated bY. the contact terms . 

The result of eq. (25), as concerns the Q2-independen:t part, can J:,e seen from the Wt 
The contact term contribution contained in the bilocal corr~lator is effectively transformed 

into the powercorrection due to vector condensat~ which aris~stogetlier with eq. (8) 

from the two-·p?int co~relation function in the\yi (first tw~ t~rmsof~q. (12)), Thelatter 

was investigated inconnection ~ith.the pi~n wave functlon in the same framework (7]. 
Howe~er, it i~ not~~ for the most i~portant bilocal ~art. In.~this respe~t th~WI is u'seless 

• ., ">. < ' ' ' '.. -. • • 

asjt transforms the bilocals which;can be reduced to the condensates not accompanied 
' •• ' • ~ • ~ ' • • ; • • • - • > • • • ' • ' • - • : , • " 

by the strong coupling constant. 
'· 

The dominant contribution comes from the bilocal correlator' convoluted with a threec 

pr~p~gator coefficient functi~n (see fig. 1(e)) which looks like 
. l . ',. • '', 

' ·• · W. (2)(. 2 2-Q2 ')·, ·~d4 • ;p,xc(2J(. ·)ws( . ,. ) 
BL P1,p2, ,_. ::: . xe + X + q,~,_.n, (27}. 

(~he mirror conjugated contribution can trivially be added) where cJ.2l = Axa~ Bna+Cp1a 

and we will not specify the coefficients in this decomposition because of.their complexity: 
1

All nonperturbati;e iJ?-for~ation is a~counted. for in. the cor~elator , · • 

W!(q,x,~n) = ijd4ye'qy(OIT { u(O)~(O,x]u(x),O(y + ~n,~'_·~n)} IO}.. (28) · 

,In o~der to extract the contact. te~m we 'make the following deco~position: • 

W!'(q,x,.\n) = x~P&> +q~P&J +.\n"P&> . (29) .. · 

and convolute this expression with the vector qw Perfo,r~ing the same steps as in the 

·derivation of the Ward identity (12) we find 

11 . (..\)' [..\ '· . ,\] ('' ',\) (qx)P&l,=i(q~) 0 dre•r(q~?(Oiu 2~ 2,x-2u x-2 IO) 
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s: 

', 

~i~L:arj rtye.iqr(ol;{ u(o)~[o:x]u(~),Q.(y + ~n,y -~ ~n_,r) rio) -.• 

+(.\ -> -.\) + Q2P&i· . . (30) 

• t . . •. ·.:. ' 

·The last term in the second line vanishes in the limit of zero Q2
, that manifests the . ' . . - . ~ . . ' 

absence of the massless partiCles in the corresponding chaimels. Within the accuracy we 

are limited to, w~ are left with the fi~st term only because the second one contains an 
. . '• .... - ~ . . - . . ' . . '. .. ' ' / 

extra power of gG
1
w, and thus the correspondipg OPE starts from the ~igher orders in 

the coupling constant and the dimension .of the operato'rs. Performing the'_ integratipn 

by using the meth~d ~utlined ~t ~he beiinning or' the paper, we obtain thidollowing 

contribution t6 th~ structureftm'ction: · 
'.' ·. ~ ••. l •. ,J. • i . . 

:w~£(M2 ,.\) = 32
1ro:.(uu)21 dxcos(.\x) 

. 9 0 · 11 11 1~ -(~- ). ·(x ). ·((-e) yx ,x. ddy 
0

de 
0 

d(fs zM2 
fs (J-..!2 

0 x:_y ,_ n _,...,.· 
{31) 

1 N<lw/hiwing accounted frir ~clditional terin~ in OPE, we can e~silycheck that the 

· normalizatiori co~dition for the quark ~istribution in th~ pion is restored:· 

. 7 •. For zero Q2 the .periu~bative spectr~l density 'is concentr~te'd on the line 81 == s~, 
so th'at: t'h~re is no 'transition between the states· with diffen;D.t ma~ses.' We collect. all 

co'nt~ibuti~ns. a~d make the con~iriu'urit subt~actio~1th-.;,t results in the substitution M2
. -> 

M2(1- exp(-so/M2 )) in the perturbative term .. wfi h~v~ f~und ~ood ~tability'of the 

. distribution functi~n with respect toth~ variil:tion of the 'B~rel parameter in the region · 

0.5 i, M 2 :::;· 0.8 f~r the standard value-~£ the continuum threshold ·so,;, 0.7G~V2 • The 

. normalizatio~ point ofthe OPE is, fl 2 "'O.SGeV2
; the~~fore, the func;ion obtained can be 

'regarded as an "input': quark distribution at this l~w energy scale. In fig. 2, we present 

the_ cur~~s for the ~alence quark distribution in the pion for M 2 
:::: 0.6GeV2

: the solid 

and lo~g-dashed lines correspond to thevalues-~f the average virtuality of vacuum quarks 

,\~:;, 0~6GeV2 (1-1 =' 0.154GeV2) and,,\~ = 0.4GeV2 (';·-1 ~ o:087GeV2
), respective!;.· 

:In the large-x, region the corrections due to the quark condensate do not exceed 30% ·of 
. .c,···' . / ·. \ ,. ,,_· •. ; " -.. -.··. :_ l -. ··'. .. . :'. ·. 

the perturbative term. However, in the small-x region at x = 0.2 the ratio of the contact 

·term to the main ony comprises 50% for ,\~ = 0.6Ge V 2 and 70% for ,\~ = 0.4Ge V 2 
.'

1 
Below 

this point the nonperturbative contributi~n increases and.reaches 100% at x = 0.13 for~. 
,\~ = 0.4(jeV2 (for,\~= 0.6'CieV2 it ~till am~~nts 50%). So, fo; 'a; as small as 0.'2 w~ could 

not trust x-dependence of our,resu_lt. Of ci:mrse,·there is no possibility to reproduce the 

correct x -> 0 behaviour of the parton density in the present approach as it is determined 

by the exchanges of the Regge trajectories. 

Now we can co~ment ori the coiitribution of the nonlocal gluori condensate to our sum 
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Figure 2: Quark distribiltion in the.picm at the low energy sc~le fl 2 
;-- 0.5Ge\f2 calculated 

. . 
from the QCD sum rule·for different.valuesof the average;virtuality of vacuumquarks: 

solid and long-dashed curves corre~;ond. t~ ,\~ = 0.6Ge V 2 and ,\~ = 0.4Ge V 2., respectively.· 

Short-dashed curve is the u-quark density found in the NJL model [22] . 

t 

rule .. As can be easily seen from the WI some pa:rt of this contribution is concentrated in 
; .· ......._ ,, 

the two-pointcorrelation function, which has been studied in ref. [21]. 'Being num'erical.ly, 

· rather ~mall, it contai~sterms not vanishing for x :->. 1 as distinguished from nonloc<;tl 

quark condensa!es that do not spoil the (1-;- 3: )-behaviour. il.S X -> 1, but only renormalize 

the slope. Ther~fore, the n;mlocal gluon conde[isate )imits the validity of the present 

approach from the l~rge-x values. This conclusion is made discarding. additional terms. 
' . I , . . . . . . , , ~, - " 

·appearing from the three-point correlat?r in the. WI which can somewhat change. the 

situation. This problem, as well as,_ a particular value ofx in the large-x region, where the 

approach becomes invalid, deserves further investigatiol) and only smallness of the gluon . ' . . . . ' . 
condensate contribution favours our decisicm to disregil.rd itin the present' study. 

Since our result is validonly)n the limited r~gion of Bjorken variable, ~ve could not 

evolve it to the e~perimentally ~ccessib~e energies. In fig. 2, we compare our caJculatio;J 

with the djstribution _ob~ained in the, NJL model' [22] at. the, same normalization point 

and find reasonable agreement between two approaches in a wide region of the 'momentum 
:, ., ,_. ; ' ' - . . "' 
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Figure 3: The experimental fits of t~e valence u-quark distribution iri the pion at Q
2
. = 

20GeV2 : SMRS result [24] is depicted by solid curve, GRV analysis [25] .is sho~n by 

long-dashed one~ Short-dashed curye is the u:quark density calculated in the NJL m·odel 

[22] evolved up to Q2 ~ 20GeV2
• 

fra~tion:Jn fig. 3, the latter evolyed up to Q2 = 20GeV2 (short-dashed curve) is compared 

with the presently available fits ofexperimental data [23]: It shows good agreement with 

the result of the analysis of Sutton; .Martin, Roberts and Stirling (solid curve) [24], which 

is consistent with all present Drell-Yanand prompt photoni 11" N dat~. We also present 

the (long:dashed) c~rve due to· Gliick, Reya and Vogt [25]; however, thei~. result does 

not' agree with E615 experiment [23] which requires the valence 'distrib~tion to be larger 

· by 20%. Similarly enhanced distribution has be~n obtained in ref. [26]. If the· GRV 

curve is renormalized within. a. factor of 1.2 - i .3 in the central region,· there' will be no . 

disagreement between the different analyses: 
In conclusion, we have calculated the pioniC parton density ~t low"momenturi; scale in 

' ' . 
QCD sum rules with nonlocal condensates:. It is shown that the parton sum rule is fulfilled 

only after the bilocal power corrections are account~~ for. We have found good a~reement 
with the u-quark distribution function computed in the NJL model which when evolved· 

up to the experimental scales is well comparable with 'data. 
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